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o Venture Global: The Looming EPC Nexus…

o BKR’s Module Fabrication Proceeding On Time. Satellite images suggest

Baker Hughes is nearly done fabricating the first two CPLNG liquefaction

modules… particularly the fin-fan (air coolers) installations, which are

typically installed late in the process. (pages 14-17)

o However, over the past 6 weeks, CPLNG updated engineering drawings that

generally should have been completed before key equipment was ordered &

module fabrication began.

o In a sense, overlapping (or outright inverting) these processes have been

key for VG’s aggressive schedule and structure. Over the next 6 months,

seamless integration could help create a new project paradigm for the

space… or it could open the project up to significant rework, delays, &

overruns, particularly if FERC finds any major issues. (pages 6, 8, 10-12, 26)

o Drone Image Analysis:

o For a different perspective on construction monitoring, we’ve included an

aerial drone analysis of CPLNG project site. (pages 19-20)

o In late-May 2020, CPLNG still had ~34-pieces of site-prep equipment parked

on-site, which (vaguely) supports the notion of modest lag in site-prep (14

months vs our 12 month estimate). On a standalone basis, we’d classify this

as interesting rather than material – but within the context of the broader

project mosaic, it’s worth keeping an eye on (page 20)

Venture Global Q320 Update

W|EPC Key Takeaways

o Calcasieu Pass Outlook

o We believe there’s a path to success (and underestimating Venture Global has

been generally been a dangerous proposition) - however the late-stage

engineering changes create a risk that’s worth watching.

o Why did it take nearly a year after FID to update the liquefaction & pre-

treatment module engineering, while fabrication & construction marched on?

o Grab the popcorn! FERC’s response to CPLNG’s engineering & operations

changes will be historical one way or another.

o Consequential Damages, Predictions & Conclusions

o Directly or indirectly, we believe the ultimate resolution to Calcasieu will impact

several aspects of the LNG supply chain – including competing projects,

technology providers, and EPC partners. (page 22)

o We expect CPLNG to deliver the first liquefaction modules this year even if that

comes at the expense of carry-over work. (pages 4 & 26)

o Module Delivery Sequencing Is Important. For context, KMI/Elba Island

provided liquefaction modules to their EPC contractor (IHI E&C) 11-months late,

which contributed to claims & >$300MM in forecasted change orders.
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CPLNG Modules Overview

Venture Global Q320 Update

CPLNG believes their modules are optimally sized to reduce their project schedule… if completed on-time.  

CPLNG Module Overview

• What is a module? Modules are prefabricated steel, piping and electrical

components fully assembled and tested offsite and transported to the

project site.

• Various components not assembled while the modules are in the

fabrication yards, are assembled after the modules are installed/

delivered to the project site.

• Per VGLNG, CPLNG’s LM’s are optimally sized (0.626 MTPA), and the

execution risks and installation times should be reduced (compared to

other execution models) through the delivery of fully complete modules.

W|EPC Observations

• We believe CPLNG is currently using two different module fabricators:

• Liquefaction Modules: Baker Hughes in Avenza, Italy.

• Pre-Treatment Modules: ICA Fluor in Tampico, Mexico.

• To maximize modularization benefits, engineering & material quantities

should be finalized before module fabrication starts.

Artist Rendition – CPLNG Modules

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis 
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Two Words, Notification Window

Venture Global Q320 Update

Who is responsible for shipping the modules; how much contingency is in the logistics shipping schedule? 

The Dilemma

• For a modularized project, such as CPLNG, securing large vessels to

transport the modules is a key early-stage project requirement.

• There are multiple ways to contract for such vessels, which includes a

notification window structure; an example is included below:

W|EPC Observations

• If the vessel arrives and the module is not complete or changes are

required, what do you do? Ship the module anyway and finish

construction at the project site or pay extra demurrage charges and

wait?

• Shipping unfinished modules, regardless of the reasons, can create

“carry-over” work and significant cost & schedule issues.

• “Carry-over” work are construction activities that were originally

intended for a fabrication yard are now being completed at the

project site;

• Additional storage/laydown areas and increased construction

activities and material quantities are all potential cost and

schedule impacts for unplanned carry-over work.

Notification Window - Example

Date Arrival of Vessel at Module Yard First Month Last Month

Aug-19
Contract Signed; Owner Provides A 180-Day 

Window When the Vessel Is Needed
08/01/2021 02/01/2022

Apr-20
90-Day Window Between (2) Dates That Must 

Be Inside the Previous 180-Day Window
10/01/2021 01/01/2022

Aug-20
30-Day Window That Must Be Between the 

Previous 90-Day Window
12/01/2021 01/01/2022

Apr-21
10-Day Window That Must Be Between the 

Previous 30-Day Window
12/07/2021 12/17/2021

Aug-21
3-Day Window That Must Be Between the 

Previous 10-Day Window
12/12/2021 12/15/2021

Source: W|EPC Analysis



Pre-Treatment Unit – Engineering Changes
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Engineering Changes – Pre-Treatment Modules

Venture Global Q320 Update

Why were the PTU engineering drawings changed 13-months after Honeywell/UOP’s contract award?

What is a Pre-Treatment Unit (PTU) ? 

• PTU’s remove water, mercury, carbon dioxide, and sulfur from the

natural gas feedstock before the liquefaction (super cooling) process.

• In June & July 2020, CPLNG changed various PTU engineering

drawings, which are usually completed before FID & the project

starts module fabrication and related construction activities.

• Note: See Technical Analysis on pages 11-12.

• In May 2019, CPLNG awarded Honeywell (HON)/UOP, an industry

leader in gas pre-treatment technologies and solutions, an engineering,

procurement, & fabrication contract for the CPLNG PTU’s.

• CPLNG is modularizing their PTU’s, which likely means equipment is

being shipped to a fabrication yard (likely ICA Fluor’s yard in Tampico,

Mexico) to be installed in a modularized structure(s).

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis 

• Cost & schedule impacts? Revising engineering drawings while

simultaneously fabricating modules & constructing piles/concrete

foundations can expose a project to unnecessary change orders.

• Proceed with Caution… On July 6, 2020, CPLNG submitted the PTU’s

Hazard & Operability Study (HAZOP) results to FERC, which ensures

the facility can safely control the dangers of processing hazardous

chemicals as mandated by OSHA regulations… we are watching

FERC’s response and changes, if any!

• Not having an EPC LSTK wrap means multiple contractors could be

impacted by engineering changes and subsequent delays and subject

to change orders (likely from VGLNG).

• Note: Venture Global LNG is currently accepting job applications

for a Project Manager to manage the HON/UOP Equipment

Delivery… was this planned or did engineering changes

increase the interface management requirements?

W|EPC Observations



Liquefaction Modules – Engineering Changes
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Engineering Changes – Liquefaction Modules

Venture Global Q320 Update

Finalizing the Module Engineering Designs and Freezing Material Quantities Should Reduce Project Risks.

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis

W|EPC Observations

• Primarily all CPLNG’s June 2020 LM engineering changes/updates

should have been done before FID and module fabrication started.

• It could be a challenge holding module fabricators and/or equipment

suppliers to contract guarantees if third-party engineering changes

require rework and/or changes to material or construction activities.

• A Simple But Important Question… what engineering design is BKR

using for LM fabrication… as CPLNG just recently submitted

engineering drawings for FERC approval.

• Feel like moving to Italy? VGLNG is accepting job applications for

an “Expeditor, LNG Module Assembly in Avenza, Italy” to support

change management and other activities.

• Each LM utilizes a cold box & other “industry-standard” equipment/

technologies to covert natural gas to its liquid form, LNG.

• CPLNG has (9) LNG liquefaction blocks; each block has (2) 0.626 MTPA

Liquefaction Modules.

• In mid-June 2020, CPLNG revised numerous early stage LM

engineering drawings (pages 11-12), which are typically

completed before fabrication begins.

What is a Liquefaction Module (LM)?



Technical Analysis – Changes & Impact? 
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CPLNG Known Equipment Changes Since FID

Venture Global Q320 Update

Since FID, CPLNG has added equipment and modified emissions calculations.  

Equipment Changes

• Since FID, CPLNG’s known equipment changes include:

• Added Backup warm/cold flare

• Added Acid gas thermal oxidizer

• Added Fire water pumps (2)

• Added 2,000-gallon condensate tank

• Added Emergency generators (2)

• Increased LP Vent Flare stack height (84’ from 66’)

• Adjusted Simple cycle turbine emissions

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC estimates

W|EPC Observations

• Adding equipment and adjusting heights of structures during

construction can result in rework, increased material quantities, and/

or construction scope growth.

• Why did the company add an acid gas thermal oxidizer, which are

typically used to destroy hazardous air pollutants and volatile organic

compounds from industrial air streams?

1. In CPLNG’s 2017 FERC submittal, there was not an acid gas

thermal oxidizer listed in the acid gas unit’s operating and

standby equipment.

2. Plaquemines Parish LNG (PPLNG) has (2) acid gas thermal

oxidizers to treat the Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) in the inlet

gas stream.

3. Does the CPLNG feed gas have a higher content of H2S than

originally expected?
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Module Engineering Analysis

Engineering Document Description

Pre-Treatment Modules Liquefaction Modules

Submitted to FERC FERC Approved Submitted to FERC FERC Approved

Heat and Material Balance 
(H&MB)

Shows the characteristics of the inlet and outlet streams for 
each piece of equipment, which forms the basis for the 
equipment specifications. 

18-Jun-20

TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

Process Flow Diagrams 
(PFDs)

Shows process equipment utilizing results of process 
simulator & H&MB.

TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

Engineering Change Logs A document that summarizes engineering changes. TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

Equipment List/Data Sheets

The Process Data Sheets are used by the Mechanical 
engineers to design equipment and issue information to 
equipment vendors. 18-Jun-20 TBD 4-Jun-20 N/A

No equipment can be purchased prior to Process Data 
Sheets being completed 

Piping and Instrumentation 
Diagrams (P&IDs)

Are non-to-scale schematics used by Process to 
communicate requirements to the Piping and 
Instrumentation disciplines

06-Jul-20 TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

Hazard and Operability 
Study (HAZOP)

After incorporating owner comments and design 
development, the P&IDs go through a process safety review 
called Hazard and Operability, which is mandated by OSHA.

06-Jul-20 TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

3D Model Illustrating 
Maintenance, Access, 
Egress, etc.

A 3D model that provides a visual representation of the 
facility. 

06-Jul-20 TBD 4-Jun-20 TBD

Engineering Changes – Engineering Deliverable Technical Summary

Venture Global Q320 Update

PTU engineering is behind the LM’s, and both PTU and LM engineering are behind where they should be.  

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis
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General Overview – FEED Document Deliverables

Venture Global Q320 Update

• When LM and PTU engineering changes occurred (orange circles), there may be a corresponding change 

to other project/engineering activities. 

• MTO = Material Take Off

Process Mechanical

Piping Civil

Electrical

Instruments

Engineering Disciplines

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis

Key LM & PTU engineering drawings were changed, which could impact the entire project. 

Process Flow Diagrams/ 
Heat & Material Balances

Piping & 
Instrumentation 
Diagram (P&ID)

Plot Plan
Piping Classes & 

Specs
Equipment Drawings, 

Mechanical Data Sheets, 
Specs

Fluids 
Composition & 

Conditions
Equipment List

Equipment 
Process Data 

Sheets

Piping MTO

Pipe Route 
Drawings

Geotech 
Report

Civil MTOEarthwork 
MTO

One Line 
Diagram

Electrical Main Cable 
Route Drawings

Electrical MTO

Underground Drawings

Vendor 
Inquiries/ 

Data

Instrument 
List/Data

Instrument Cable 
Routing

Instrument 
MTO

Electrical Consumers & 
Power Balance

0%

100%

Engineering % 
Complete



Satellite Image Analysis – Baker Hughes Module Yard
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Baker Hughes Module Yard Satellite Image – June 2020

Venture Global Q320 Update

Analysis

• The satellite photo represents Baker Hughes’ fabrication yard in

Avenza, Italy, on 27-Jun-2020.

• W|EPC is not aware of other module projects in the Avenza

module yard besides CPLNG.

W|EPC Observations

• We believe the primary module yard areas are as followed:

1. Module fabrication area

2. Module fabrication area – CPLNG Modules

3. Laydown and storage area

Area #2 is being used for module fabrication..(6) CPLNG modules were visible as of June 2020. 

Copyright: PLEIADES © CNES 

(2020), Distribution Airbus DS

2

1

3

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis
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Closer Look – Module Fabrication Analysis

Venture Global Q320 Update

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

Analysis

• We believe the photo shows (6) modules in fabrication (#1 &

#2) and (3) setting pads prepared for module fabrication (#3)

out of a total of (18) CPLNG LMs.

• The most complete LM appears to have the induced draft Air

Coolers or “Fin-Fans” set on top of them (#1).

• Fin-fans, as shown in the module rendition images, are

normally some of the last pieces of equipment set prior to

module completion… are the first two modules nearly

done?

W|EPC Observations 

• Fin-fans have an approximate 15 to 18-month lead time and

are normally ordered shortly after the start of a project.

• Because fin-fans are already installed on the modules and in

the laydown yards, it is likely CPLNG ordered the fin-fans

around the time they awarded the EPC contract to Kiewit (Dec

2018).

Fin-fans are normally one of the last pieces of equipment installed… first LM nearly done? 

Induced Draft Air 
Coolers or “Fin-Fans”

CPLNG Liquefaction Module 3D Rendering

Copyright: PLEIADES © CNES (2020), 
Distribution Airbus DS

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis
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Historical Satellite Image Analysis – Baker Hughes Module Yard

W|EPC: Venture Global Q320 Update

October 2018 June 2020January 2020

1. No significant visible progress
2. Minimal, if any, visible module 

progress.

1. No significant visible progress.
2. (2) modules in fabrication are 

visible.

1. No significant visible progress.
2. (6) modules are visible; (2) modules 

have fin-fans on top of them. 

It took (~9) months to build a module and install some of the “fin-fans.”  

2 2
2

1 1 1

CPLNG requires (18) LM modules… 6 modules are visible, and BKR appears to be running on schedule

Source: Copyright: PLEIADES © CNES (2020), Distribution Airbus DS & W|EPC Analysis
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Detailed Satellite Image Analysis – June 2020

Venture Global Q320 Update

Analysis

• We believe the photo shows “fin-fans” in the laydown

area that could be used for the (4) other modules

currently being fabricated that do not have fin-fans on

top of the module.

W|EPC Observations

• Did the “fin-fans” for the first (6) BKR modules arrive at

once?

• Why aren’t the fin-fans being installed in all modules at

the same time?

• Is the fabrication behind schedule on the (4) modules

without fin-fans? If so, what’s driving the delays?

1

1

1

1

Key long-lead equipment appears to have arrived in the module yard; is module assembly behind?

Source: Copyright: PLEIADES © CNES (2020), Distribution Airbus DS & W|EPC Analysis



Drone Image Analysis
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Drone Image Overview

Venture Global Q320 Update

Significant cranes, equipment, and on-site activity, which is good right?

W|EPC Observations

• CPLNG began site mobilization in March 2019 and took FID in August

2019.

• Currently, major constructions activities are ongoing, which includes:

• Site Preparation

• Piling

• Steel Erection

• LNG Tanks

• It is important to understand when construction activities begin, but

more important to understand when they finish.

W|EPC Observations

• If site construction activities are not completed in time to accept the 

modules, who will pay for all the manpower and equipment to be idle 

on the project site?   

Source: W|EPC (May 22, 2020)

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis
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Drone Image Closeup

Venture Global Q320 Update

Site-prep appears to have stretched out a few months, due to COVID or project sequencing frictions

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis

W|EPC Observations

• CPLNG started site preparation activities (clearing, grading, cut, fill,

grade, and possibly underground piping) in March 2020.

• Our rule of thumb is site preparation should take ~12-

months for a USG LNG Terminal.

• In April 2017, CPLNG provided an EPC summary that showed

general site prep activities would last ~13-months.

Concerns/Questions

• Site preparation is a major cost on a project and needs completed

before piling & concrete foundations are installed.

• The drone image to the right shows 34 pieces of site-prep

equipment parked and idle… 14-months after starting site prep. ~34 pieces of prep equipment were still onsite at 14 months

Source: W|EPC (May 22, 2020)



The Industrial Impact Of CPLNG’s Outcome
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The Long-Term Impact Of Calcasieu Pass…

Venture Global Q320 Update

If CPLNG goes well, It should 
help firm up Chart’s +$400MM 

order for Plaquemines.

Other US projects could 
(theoretically) be commercial 
beneficiaries should material 
issues develop at CPLNG or 

PPLNG.

Does the successful 
construction of CPLNG 
ultimately impact LNG 

technology market share? 

How much of CPLNG promote 
volumes would Stonepeak 

effectively own in the event of 
significant change orders & cost 

overruns?

The success of the Calcasieu model will have significant direct and indirect consequences across the space

Source: W|EPC Analysis

Calcasieu success would 
help remove some of the 
lingering questions and 

commercial rubbernecking 
Plaquemines

Disrupting EPC 
Conventions

Will the cost and timing benefits 
of modularization be ultimately 

realized once the project is 
completed?

Modules vs. 
Stick-Built

The LNG sector’s historical LSTK 
EPC structure should continue to 
fade away – with EPC contractors 
less likely to take open-ended risk 
(i.e. KBR) and (potentially) fewer 

projects demanding it. 



Key Questions Outstanding:
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Additional CPLNG Shareholder/IR Questions

Venture Global Q320 Update

CPLNG Questions

• Notification Window

• Who is responsible for shipping the LM and PTU modules?

• How many modules can fit on each vessel; how many vessels is the

project planning to use?

• What is the integrated project schedule’s contingency associated

with the module shipping windows?

• PTU Module Fabrication

• What is the status of the PTU modules when engineering changes

were submitted to FERC?

• BKR Module Fabrication

• Who updated the liquefaction module engineering drawings?

• Why were the engineering drawings not updated earlier?

• What equipment has the longest lead time; what is the status?

• Are you using any other module ?

CPLNG Questions cont…

• On-Site Construction

• When will the concrete foundations be ready to accept the first

Liquefaction Modules?

• Note: It makes little, if any, sense to have the LM

completed but not set on their foundations… where would

you store the modules?

• What is the current vs. planned labor headcount?

• What is the probability of the existing schedule? What month is

Train #1 & #10 scheduled to be in-service?

• Provide the value of change orders to-date & planned vs. actual

budgets.

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis

A few questions to help CPLNG stakeholders better understand risks due to late engineering changes



Conclusions/Predictions
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Things Are About to Get Real!

Venture Global Q320 Update

Best/ Worst Case Scenario

• What are our thoughts on CPLNG’s best/ worst case scenario regarding

engineering changes?

• Best: FERC submits a data request(s)/ clarifications to CPLNG in

Aug/ Sep 2020; the data requests only clarifies information and/ or

requests minor changes. FERC approves CPLNG’s engineering

changes in Sep/Oct 2020 and CPLNG ships the first LM later this

year.

• Worst: FERC issues a laundry list of questions in Aug/ Sep 2020

and CPLNG issues answers in Sep/ Oct 2020. FERC and CPLNG go

back-and-forth trying to clarify the engineering design before FERC

ultimately mandates significant changes, which has a huge cost &

schedule impact.

Predictions

• CPLNG will ship the first LM as fast as they can to demonstrate to the

world how quickly they can fabricate their liquefaction modules.

• Note: We would be very surprised if CPLNG ships the liquefaction

modules before FERC approves the engineering & operations

plans.

• We expect to see LM delivered to the project site this year if

CPLNG receives FERC approval in a relatively short time frame.

• CPLNG will do everything possible to achieve first LNG as fast as they

can, even if that comes at the expense of additional capacity/trains and

increased construction costs.

Source: Company & Regulatory Filings, W|EPC Analysis

The differences between CPLNG’s best/worst case scenarios could be significant. 
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other matters addressed herein. Accordingly, you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

No Warranties. Webber disclaims to the fullest extent permitted by law any warranties and representations of any kind, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, warranties of merchantability or fitness, for any purpose and
accuracy or for any other warranty which may otherwise be applicable or created by operation of law, custom, trade usage or course of dealings. Webber makes no representation that (i) the content will meet your requirements, (ii) the
content will be uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error free, or (iii) the information that may be obtained from the use of the content (including any information and materials herein) will be compliant, correct, complete, accurate or reliable.
THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM ANY INFORMATION.

Disclaimer of Liability. We shall not accept any liability with respect to the accuracy or completeness of any information herein, or omitted to be included herein, or any information provided, or omitted to be provided, by any third party.
We shall not be liable for any errors or inaccuracies, regardless of cause, or the lack of timeliness, or for any delay, error or interruption in the transmission thereof to the user. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW IN YOUR
JURISDICTION, IN NO EVENT SHALL WEBBER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE CONTENT.

Reproduction and Distribution Strictly Prohibited. © Copyright Webber Research & Advisory LLC. No part of this publication or its contents may be downloaded, stored in a retrieval system, further transmitted, or otherwise reproduced or
redistributed in any manner without the prior written permission of Webber. The contents herein are directed at, and produced for the exclusive use of Webber clients and intended recipients. No license is granted to Webber clients and/ or
the intended recipient Webber will not treat unauthorized recipients of this publication as its clients.

Important Disclosures, Disclaimers and Limitations of Liability
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